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THE RIGHT FIT
I trust this letter finds you well.  
The Right Fit—it’s been a common theme for many growers this year.“Do I have the right fit for my operation?” The right 
fit I’m talking about pertains to grain drying, management and storage equipment. Once again, weather played a major 
role leading growers to ask this question, but in 2013, we saw two new dynamics thrown into the mix: propane and rail 
transportation—two resources one wouldn’t think would pose as a problem. 

Last fall, word spread that there were not enough unit trains to haul grain out of the upper Midwest. As spring 
approached, many of our co-ops, fertilizer terminals and agronomy centers had not been replenished with their fertilizer 
needs. Rail shipments of crude oil have been on the rise in North Dakota's Bakken energy patch, where production is 
nearing 1 million barrels per day, with roughly 72 percent of that fuel moving by rail. As a result, grain transported by rail 
has been affected across much of the Midwest. As of this spring, many elevators are several hundred train cars behind 
schedule. Days of hauling in grain to elevators during harvest are changing and forcing growers to make decisions. This 
challenge will affect this fall’s harvest, especially regions with terminals full of last year’s grain.

In the fall of 2013, depending on geography, farmers averaged $2.00 per gallon for propane, and some areas simply 
waited or ran out. A lot of farmers pay their propane bills and don’t calculate what it actually costs them per bushel at the 
end of the day. It’s not something people want to evaluate or calculate because it’s discouraging. What if you did calculate 
it out? What if there was a better way?   

This leads me to ask a few basic questions if you stored grain or used propane to dry last fall: 

•What did it cost you per bushel to dry with propane?  Did you run out? 
Universities say it takes 20% of a gallon of propane to take out 10 points of moisture.  $2.00 propane x .20 = $.40/bushel.
150,000 bushels x $.40 = $60,000 – money that doesn’t go on your balance sheet but rolls right off the bottom line.

•Did you store your grain in a bin?
Most growers that use dryers store their grain, waiting to hit the right price. (sometimes a year or more).

•Was your grain of less quality after you dried it?
Our research shows that drying your grain with the Pressure Cure® System vs propane retains 2-3 lbs of test weight.  
3 lbs x 150 bushels per acre = 450 lbs.  450 lbs / 56 lbs per bushel = 8 bushels per acre   8 x $5.00 = $40.00 per acre

•Did your crop stand in the field for too long? 
Purdue University Corn Study shows that for every point you let your grain dry in your field down to 18% moisture, you 
lose 1% of yield. 150 bushel corn/acre at 25% moisture if you leave until it is at 18% moisture, you would lose 7% of your 
yield or 10.5 bushels per acre. 10.5 x $5.00 = $52.50 per acre.

If you answered yes to any of these, I want to challenge you to take a closer look and consider a few basic facts about the 
Pressure Cure® System for your grain:

Fixed Asset: A Pressure Cure Bin is an asset on your farm. It is collateral for your balance sheet, your operation and does 
not flow off your bottom line year after year like propane.

Electrical Energy: The Pressure Cure System utilizes electrical energy. Electricity is stable. Our growers don’t have to 
worry about running out of electricity or spikes in electrical energy. It is predictable, constant and almost always available.

Time Management: Many growers that use a dryer store their grain for a period of time in a bin. This grain could be dried 
or re-hydrated while being stored to the temperature and moisture level you desire, without being handled or moved 
again. The Pressure Cure System allows you to focus on harvest, filling bins where you’re in control of your grain, not 
slowing down harvest by waiting on a dryer.

So do you have the right fit for your operation? We’ve got a solution for 
every grower, whether you’re in California or the Mississippi Delta seeking 
better quality rice, across the Corn Belt retaining better test weight corn 
with less expense, or producing malting grade barley year after year in the 
Dakotas. Wherever you grow, we’ve got a solution for your farm.

Helping growers think smarter about grain management—it’s what we do.

Welcome to CMC. A different bin. A different company.

Paul R. Leverington—President & CEO
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MISSION STATEMENT:
Dedicated to helping growers capture and retain the highest quality grain through 

innovative products & technology, delivering excellence in all we do. 
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GRAIN STORAGE SOLUTIONSPRESSURE CURE® SYSTEM

FEATURES & BENEFITS

•  Eliminates high propane costs

•  No heat

•  Harvest at 25% moisture

•  No stirrators or dryer parts to replace each year

•  Start harvest 7-10 days earlier

•  Retain 2-4 lbs additional test weight

•  Maximize nutritional feed value

What Is the Pressure Cure® System?

The CMC Pressure Cure® System is based on the principle of  
forced pressurized air drying. The process is derived from a 
combination of products working together. Heat reduces test 
weight, quality, and feed value—that’s why our system uses no 
heat.
Pressure Cure uses 5 key components:

• Commercial grade no-fines curing platform

• High volume, heavy duty air pumps

• Ventilation system

• Grain spreaders

• Grain Management System BinManager™

Together these five components deliver the most effective 

means of drying in the industry by the use of electrical energy. 

Choose an investment that fits your needs and make your grain 

worth more with CMC.



Drying Platform: No-Fines Curing Platform (21% Open Space)
The no-fines floor has the greatest open surface area in the industry, maximizing the amount 
of airflow through the grain mass. Powerful air pumps force large volumes of air into the 
plenum chamber under your bin floor. The pressurized air then surges up through the grain 
mass carrying moisture out through the vents. 

•  21% open surface area (standard in industry is 11% or less)

• Double opening louvered perforations in planks allow maximum upward airflow and          
   prevent fines and small seeds from dropping through

•  7” wide plank, 18-20 gauge

•  13½“ & 17½” floor supports

•  Less kernel blockage means maximum airflow
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Grain Spreaders
Our Grain Spreaders evenly distribute grain and fines, preventing solid wet cores from bin 
wall to center, and help eliminate resultant crop rot, maximizing air flow through the grain 
mass.

•  Maximum capacities from 3,000-9,000 bu/hr

•  Helps to distribute airflow evenly through the grain mass

 Grain Management:BinManager
 BinManager optimizes the Pressure Cure Process by monitoring the temperature and moisture content of the grain mass. 
 BinManager reduces operating expenses by automatically calculating when to operate fans to achieve and 
 maintain your desired grain temperature and moisture content. 

 •  First and only cable on the market allowing individual sensor replacement

 •  Constantly monitors grain moisture & temperature content every six seconds

 •  Least cable pull-down from grain in the industry

 •  Rehydrate grain mass that is over-dried in the field

 •  Receive alerts about problems in the bin through text and e-mail 

 •  Internet based: monitor grain from anywhere

3.

PRESSURE CURE SYSTEM

KEHO Air Pumps: Balance & Performance by Design
KEHO high speed centrifugal fans are designed to give superior performance at higher 
static pressures, which meets the demands of today’s farming applications.

•  All KEHO fans come complete with heavy duty Baldor Motors covered by a 3 year     
    warranty       

•  Ranging from 3 to 40 HP sizes

•  Aluminum extruded air-foil blade impellers are precision engineered to ensure maximum 
    airflow and efficiency at high static pressure

•  Fan cooled electric motor

Ventilation Systems: Durable, High Quality, Built to Last
The right amount of vents, distribution and placement on the bin roof is a critical step for proper 

ventilation of your PC bin.

The Roof Vent features a galvanized steel body and heavy angle base. Three sizes are available 

and feature a 70 degree angle for proper ventilation and weather resistance.



NO-FINES CURING PLATFORM
The No-Fines Curing Platform is the foundation of the CMC Pressure Cure System. Our floor 
is the only plank in the industry that features 21% open space on the face of the floor where 
the industry standard is at 11% or less. This design maximizes the amount of airflow through 
the grain mass, allowing our growers to cure down commodities at high moisture levels. Our 
unique design of louvered perforations prevent fines, weed seed and even the smallest 
grains like canola from falling through the floor. This reduces kernel blockage and helps 
maximize airflow.

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  21% open surface area

•  Double louvered perforation design maximizes airflow

•  Unique design reduces kernel blockage and prevents fines, weed seed, inert 
    materials and even small crops like canola from dropping through the floor

•  Available to fit any bin size or retro-fit older existing bins

•  7” wide plank, 18 or 20 gauge

•  Snap-on floor supports available in 13½” & 17½” sizes at 18 or 20 gauge

KEHO AIR PUMPS
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Size HP
9”x14” 3
9”x14” 5

13”x19” 7.5
19”x19” 10
19”x19” 15
13”x19” 30
13”x19” 40

High speed centrifugal air pumps are a key part of the Pressure Cure process. The amount of fans is determined by bin size 
and the HP of the fan, targeting a value of two CFM per bushel. KEHO pumps are designed to produce high volumes of air, 
creating higher static pressures. The KEHO pump in combination with our no-fines floor allows our customers to dry grain at 
higher moisture levels than our competitors. 

Balance and Performance by Design
Each pump is given a serial number when it leaves the factory and is balanced, tested and approved by certified technicians. 
Each air blade is weighed and assembled onto ¼” aluminum wheel plates, resulting in a well-balanced impeller contributing 
to long bearing life. This process enables us to put a three year warranty on every KEHO pump that leaves the warehouse. 

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Three year warranty

•  Each fan weighed and balanced

•  Comes in single and three phase

•  Size range from 3 hp to 40 hp

4.
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VENTILATION SYSTEM
Air Flow Roof Vents 
The right amount of vents, distribution and placement on the bin roof is a critical step for 
proper ventilation of your PC bin. They are made of a galvanized steel body, heavy angle base 
and a standard bird screen. These vents are designed for easy installation in minutes by one 
person and are ideal for adding new vents to a new or existing bin. Conveniently comes in 
three sizes, featuring 70 and 90 degree angles for proper ventilation along with weather 
resistance.

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Heavy, easily detachable angle base

•  Lock seam joints

•  Bird-proof screen

•  100% galvanized

•  Double edges add strength

•  Symmetrically punched holes

3
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GRAIN SPREADERS
Non-Motorized Grain Spreaders: Scatter Spreaders
Non-motorized grain spreaders eliminate the center cone and 
allows the inside to dry quicker. Scatter Spreaders do not spin, 
allowing temperature and moisture cables to hang in the bin. 
Their design evenly distributes fines down each leg, 
preventing solid fine cores that restrict uniform airflow.

•  Distributes fines evenly 

•  Minimizes shoveling

•  Accelerates aeration

•  No moving parts to be repaired

•  Adjustable, fits bins up to 75’ in diameter

•  Adjustable gates to help level bin

•  Center disc that can be raised or lowered

•  No electricity

4
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PRESSURE CURE SYSTEM

Motorized Grain Spreaders
Motorized grain spreaders evenly distribute grain from bin sides to center. 
Spread fines evenly throughout grain mass helping prevent solid fine cores.

•  1/3 HP, 115-volt, single and triple phase electric motor standard on all units

•  Completely sealed oil bath gear case with oil-impregnated bronze bearings for smooth 

    running and optimum efficiency

•  Maximum capacities from 3,000-9,000 bu/hr

•  Reversing switch that narrows spread

•  Super Spreader comes with VFD for speed control



•  12 MONTHS INTEREST FREE
•  SAME DAY APPROVALS
•  CALL TODAY FOR FINANCING!

BINMANAGER
BinManager has been a great tool to monitor and manage the Pressure Cure System. It allows us to see what is happening in 
the grain mass at all times. Once your grain is dried down under 20%, BinManager takes over and selects the right outside 
air that is productive for running your fans to achieve the moisture and temperature targets you desire.

How It Works:
The system constantly reads the temperature and moisture in the grain mass along with the air outside of the bin. Its decision 
to run fans is decided only if the air on the outside of the bin is productive to cure your grain. Do you know the best times to 
run your fans? How about to prevent over-drying the bottom 1/3 of your bin? No more guessing. Simply set your target moisture 
and temperature and let BinManager do the work.

•  The Plenum Sensor measures the exact temperature and humidity of the air under your bin floor before the airflow           
    goes through the grain mass

•  In-Grain 2G moisture sensors constantly monitor grain moisture content. 

•  Sensors constantly monitor grain for hot spots and send you alerts immediately if your temperature changes five degrees              
    or more in five day or less

•  Our true weather station gives you the most accurate and reliable EMC measurement for complete grain management

•  The wireless controller sends data from the bin to a secure server allowing access from 
    anywhere in the world

 GRAIN MANAGEMENT

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Sensors are always 4’ apart regardless of cable length 

•  Rehydrate grain mass that is over-dried in the field

•  Receive alerts about problems in the bin through text and 
    e-mail to multiple users as desired

•  Manage multiple bins from anywhere through the Internet

•  Fan management turns on one fan at a time to maximize 
    efficiency 

The Durability Is in the Details:
•  Engineered for all weather conditions

•  Cable/Roof down-pull—least in industry due to engineered slick
    cables

•  First and only cable on the market allowing individual sensor
    replacement

•  Cable entrances have water-tight roof seals

•  Materials are UV-rated

•  CMC offers the best customer service warranty and tech support in the 
    industry
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PRESSURE CURE SYSTEM

If you are an existing CMC customer and have purchased cables from us in the past and would like 
to swap them out for a BinManager system, CMC will buy your old cables back!  Give your Pressure 
Cure Specialist a call today and ask us how you get enrolled in this program. 800-359-1785. 

For more details regarding the Cable Repurchase Program, see page 26.
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After 30 years of success, there is no doubt that when people see the CMC 
logo, they think of drying grain, Pressure Cure, and grain management.  We 
believe that our staff of Pressure Cure Specialists (PCS) are the most talented 
and knowledgeable experts in the grain management & storage industry. 

The 2013 – 2014 weather challenges brought lots of questions to farmers. 
Extreme conditions tested all forms of different drying equipment across the 
U.S.  It was a great test to see what Pressure Cure can do in extreme 
conditions.  CMC had growers with grain as high as 30% moisture cure down 
in the bin while temps outside were in the single digits, all within a 30 day 
cycle.  

BinManager has been a great tool for our PCS team. It has made our growers 
better operators by knowing what is going on in their bins. Your local PCS can 

also be set up to receive alerts to help troubleshoot and manage your bins. This has been a big success for our growers. The PCS team 
has years of product experience giving them a strong understanding of drying with natural air. There are many variables that can 
change the environment in your grain mass. Different field conditions with poor areas of grain to different geographies and weather 
conditions all affect what happens in your bin. The experience and understanding of a Pressure Cure Specialist coupled with 
BinManager gives our growers sound management in their grain bins 24/7.

Take a look at several of the testimonials below. These are screen shots taken from a 
few of our customers showing the performance of our system over this past year. 
If you don’t see an example in your area and want to learn more, give us a call. 
A PCS team member would be happy to inform you about a system or refer you to 
a customer in your area. 

Volga, South Dakota (36 x 6 ring bin “18,000 bushel”)
Soybean Re-hydration  | April 17th, 2013 – Aug 6th, 2013
Farmer- In the spring of 2013 I had soybeans from several smaller bins that were around 6-8% moisture from the fall of 2012.  I 
combined these beans into a larger 18,000 bushel bin that I had a 10 Hp KEHO fan on controlled by a BinManager system I 
purchased from CMC.  My fan ran when the correct air was available outside to rehydrate my soybeans starting around April 17th – 
Aug 6th.  I spent about $800 on the fan running and sold the beans at 12.5 – 13% moisture.  I gained an additional $14,000 in 
revenue just off the one bin.  It paid for my system in the first year and I’m looking at adding the system to more of my bins this year. 

PRESSURE CURE SYSTEM

•  12 MONTHS INTEREST FREE
•  SAME DAY APPROVALS
•  CALL TODAY FOR FINANCING!

SOUTH DAKOTA



BINMANAGER ONLINE SNAPSHOT
Richview Farms | Elmer, New Jersey
36’ X 6 ring Pressure Cure Bins “20,000 Bushel”
Rich Melchert - In 2012 I knew we had to add more storage and drying capacity. I wanted something that was simple to use as I don't 
have time to babysit a dryer. In March 2013 we had CMC build two 36' x 6 ring 20,000 bushel bins. I was advised by my salesman, 
Travis to have Bin Manager installed at the same time. Bin Manager took all the stress out of drying wet corn. We couldn't get corn to dry 
in field, so I started combining at 28% and 6 weeks later it was still 22% in the field. We dried 25-28% corn in 30 days to 15% with a 
test weight of 60-64lbs. Pressure Cure sure works for us. I plan on putting two more bins up in the future.

Reimers – Corn   Jamestown, North Dakota *Retro Fitted Bin
28’ diameter 10 rings tall narrow core bin.  “15,000 Bushel Capacity” “Pressure Cure Bin  with 1 - 40 hp KEHO Fan
Jim Reimers - I had good success with the Pressure Cure system and using BinManager operating program.  From my computer I could 
easily control the settings remotely while keeping an eye on the progress the Pressure Cure system was having.  I dried down the 26% 
moisture corn that I harvested early and placed in the bin.  Using CMC’s system I was able to start my corn harvest the first week of 
October.  I had confidence in Pressure Cure handling the higher moisture levels with BinManager being able to monitor the condition of 
the grain and run the Fan and heater at  the “right” times.  As the moisture of my bin came down, I was able to transfer the grain out 
and reload the same bin a second time. This enabled me to use the system twice for the same harvest season.  I was able to dry down 
my grain, even in temperatures well below freezing, a big problem for last fall. 

PRESSURE CURE SYSTEM
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BINMANAGER ONLINE SNAPSHOT
Neil Adams | Reynolds, North Dakota
48 dia. X 6 ring, 38,000 bu Pressure Cure Bin | 3 – 30hp KEHO fans with No-Fines Floor
Neil Adams - This past fall was frustrating for everyone with the wet weather.  We put our corn in our Pressure Cure bins around the end 
of October anywhere from 20 – 25% moisture.  We ran our fans for around 3 weeks in the winter, drying half the bins down and finished 
the process in the spring.  Binmanager allowed us to monitor the temperature and moisture of the corn, controlling the fans to keep the 
grain in condition and get our corn down to our target of 14% moisture.  Gave us peace of mind knowing the grain was OK throughout 
the winter. 

White Oak Farms
John Dixon | Alapaha, Georgia
We inquired with CMC about pressure cure drying in 2012. Within a week a sales rep was on our farm, in south GA, to explain how the 
system could work for us. We purchased 2 bins with BinManager and they were installed before the end of the year. We used the system 
to dry over 30,000 bushels of corn last year. We were very pleased with the system and the BinManager was very user friendly.  Also we 
were very impressed with the service after the sale. CMC definitely strives to keep their customers informed and pleased.

PRESSURE CURE SYSTEM
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BINMANAGER ONLINE SNAPSHOT
Joe Mencer | Lake Village, Arkansas
60’ Diameter Bin 16 rings tall  “Rice”   (Customer has 6 other Pressure Cure Bins – 42’ diameter x 7 rings tall)
Joe Mencer – This year I averaged a 28 cent rice premium per bushel by using the pressure cure system.  I have had pressure cure for 
years and have really liked the system.  Coupled with BinManager it has given me complete peace of mind.  Especially when I’m 
traveling.  Having the system measure the grain as well as the outside air makes a big difference when trying to maintain condition in the 
bin.  I love having the alerts when you are trying to manage 500,000 bushels of grain on your farm.  That’s a lot to worry about.  The guys 
at CMC are great support though, especially at troubleshooting alerts or any questions around management.  They can log in online and 
look at what’s happening in my bins at the same time I’m looking at it from a different location to help me manage my grain. Great team 
of guys that care about your farm and a great product. 

Dave Beschta | Shioctin, Wisconsin
42 X 6 ring Pressure Cure Bin
Dave Beschta - My corn retained 57 lb test weight out of my Pressure Cure bin this year.  The bin manager system monitored my grain 
and kept it in condition throughout the winter.  I really liked the quality of the corn. It has great color and doesn’t have all the white 
powder dust all over it like corn after it goes through a conventional dryer. I feed it to my steers and am very happy with the final 
product.  Most of my corn started out over 22-23% moisture and reached my dry down target about 30 days later.  The Pressure Cure 
system even dried my grain down on a challenging fall like last year when several days of weather were well below freezing 
temperatures. 

PRESSURE CURE SYSTEM
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FEATURED PRODUCTS:

• Permanent Grain Storage
- Farm
- Hopper Bins
- Commercial Bins

• Temporary Storage

• Duct System
- Helfer System
- Rocket System

• Fans
- Axial 
- In-Line Centrifugal
- Low Speed Centrifugal

• Grain Bin Retro-Fits

Grain Bin Storage Solutions: 
Quality You Can Depend On

CMC offers complete package solutions for all your grain  
storage needs. Whether for on-farm or commercial, our 
bins are made of high tensile corrugated steel ranging in 
size from 15’ up to 130’ diameter with a variety of options 
to choose from to fit your operation.

• High tensile steel sidewall sheets up to 65,000 psi
• Commercial grade galvanized steel coating
• Available in wide (4") or narrow (2.66") corrugation
• 30" diameter peak opening allows for fast filling, easy  
   access
• Easy access walk-in door
• Sturdy sidewall ladders

GRAIN STORAGE SOLUTIONS
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GRAIN STORAGE SOLUTIONS

PERMANENT GRAIN STORAGE
If you are looking for additional storage, CMC builds bins anywhere in the U.S. Call us today to have a representative in your area 
customize a storage solution for your farm. 

Farm Bins
On-farm grain storage offers many benefits, including increased harvest capacities and uptime, as well as the freedom to hold your 
commodity for better returns in the future.

Hopper Bins
These bins are designed to be able to support slightly heavier loads than typical ground 
feed bulk tanks. They are available in 9’, 12’, 15’, 18’ and 21’ diameters and can be 
used for temporary storage, adapted to several grain drying and conditioning systems, 
or serve as long term storage for properly dried grain.  CMC hopper tanks are designed 
to hold 45 lbs per cubic foot, with total bin capacities exceeding 6000 bu. 

•  Precision formed, galvanized coated, high tensile steel sidewall sheets

•  6-bend roll-formed legs provide greater strength than simple angle iron legs and   
    greater corrosion resistance than painted legs

•  Designed to hold 45 lbs per cubic foot, with total bin capacities exceeding 6000 bu

•  Tank hoppers are available in three slopes: 45, 60 or 67 degrees

12.
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GRAIN STORAGE SOLUTIONS
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Commercial Bins
CMC offers higher capacity grain storage bins, allowing more grain to be stored at lower moisture levels. The grain bin stiffeners increase 
strength, allowing you to go taller with your storage system and have more flexibility in the design, without the extensive use of lamination. Bins 
up to 60’ in diameter have a one piece roof panel; structured roofs are capable of 50,000 lbs of capacity. 
  

TEMPORARY STORAGE: CROP CIRCLES
Crop circles provide a fast and cost-effective alternative to grain bins or elevators for as 
low as 10 cents per bushel and setup in half a day or less. The rings are built on a 
self-supporting structural design and come in several sizes. In addition, you are able to 
add helfer ducts and fans providing airflow through the grain mass. Whether your crop is 
bigger than what you were expecting or your bin blew down in a storm, crop circles 
provide an economical answer.

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Fast and easy setup

•  Reusable system

•  Tarps and accessories available

•  100% galvanized steel construction 

•  Affordable, reusable, temporary storage

Model Capacity
CC051’x4’ 12,900 BU
CC062’X4’ 21,000 BU
CC070’X4’ 31,500 BU
CC077’X4’ 40,O47 BU
CC090’X4’ 62,100 BU
CC105’X4’ 93,900 BU



Helfer Duct System
The Helfer Duct System is used to aerate grain at 1/10th of a cfm per bushel, cooling it down and preventing overheating or spoilage. These 
systems are also used to keep the grain in condition and maintain its quality until it can be properly dried or cured. All Duct Systems have inner 
structural strength to withstand grain pressure and are easily assembled and disassembled. With large 
masses of grain stored in bins, quonset, bunkers or crop circles, Helfer Duct Systems are a perfect fit. 

Duct systems can be designed and ordered to fit your specific building, bin size or crop circle. By indicating  
the size of the structure, we can custom design your system to work for you.

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  15” round perforated ducts come in 48” and 24” lengths

•  Custom designs to fit your application

  DUCT & ROCKET SYSTEMS

Rocket Systems
Rocket Systems are designed for Hopper style grain bins, both smooth-wall and corrugated. Like the no-fines floor, the Rocket System is used 
to maximize grain airflow through the grain mass. As grain is augured into the bin, fine grains collect in the center resulting in a dense, 
hard-packed core that is difficult for air to penetrate. The Rocket’s unique louver design allows air to flow without the louvers being blocked by 
fines and grain particles. The louvers face downward so grain can not plug the louver, allowing for maximum airflow. 

New Design
• Allows for cleaner unloading

• Improved design structure handling grain mass up to 30’ in grain height

Leg Design Laser Cut Internal Ring

GRAIN STORAGE SOLUTIONSGRAIN STORAGE SOLUTIONS
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FANS   
AXIAL FANS

IN-LINE CENTRIFUGAL FAN
 

 
 

 

LOW SPEED CENTRIFUGAL FAN

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Aerodynamically designed inlet cone

•  Weatherproof electrical controls

•  Heavy-duty air-over cooled motor

GRAIN STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Size HP
12" 1
14" 1
18" 1.5
18" 3
24" 5
24" 7
24" 10
28" 15
33" 40
33" 50

Size HP

In-line fans are great options for hopper bins or smaller bins that are in need of a little air to dry down grain just a couple points. They 
are designed for higher static pressure applications where axial fans might not have enough power. 

Size HP
18" 1.5
18" 3
24" 3
24" 7
28" 10
28" 15

Size HP
24" 3
24" 5
24" 7.5
27" 10
27" 15
30" 20
30" 25
33" 30
33" 40
33" 50

Low speed centrifugal fans are built with a heavy galvanized steel, scroll-type housing and inverted inlet verturi. If you are looking at 
drying your grain down a few points and you have a bin set up for aeration, a low speed fan is a great option.

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Enclosed fan cooled motor

•  Inlet designed allowing better airflow

•  Balanced, powder coated, seam welded, 
    steel centrifugal wheel

•  Adjustable feet for leveling

If you are looking to maximize your airflow at a lower static pressure, an axial fan is a great fit. CMC’s axial fans are low 
maintenance and versatile, designed for grain drying applications and aeration. Our Axial fans feature reversible applications 
and can be mounted to air ducts, metal transitions or flat wall bins.

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Maximum air flow at lower static pressures

•  Designed for aeration applications

•  Factory assembled and tested

•  Galvanized steel housing that resists rust

•  Balanced cast aluminum blade

•  Vinyl coated fan guards

•  Carrying handles and leg stands

Need a fan? CMC carries a full inventory of all models and sizes, including replacement motors! Call us today.
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GRAIN BIN RETRO-FITS
Do you have an old bin that’s 
unproductive on your farm?
Did you know that no matter how old, your bins 
can still earn you money?  CMC specializes in bin 
conversion. Put your old bins to use and convert 
them to our Pressure Cure System today! Your 
local CMC Pressure Cure Specialist can show you 
how economically and easily you can retro-fit 
your bins. We can retro-fit any existing bin 
whether it’s a few years old or 40 years old, 
anywhere throughout the United States. Turn 
that old bin into a profit center today!

What you may not know:
After years of use, many bins develop poor foundations. Under your bin floor,  
fines and other debris build up, in some cases as deep as the floor itself. The more 
grain under your floor in the plenum chamber, the more your bin is resisting 
airflow, slowing down your drying process.

5 STEPS TO THE RETRO-FIT PROCESS:

I

1
CONTACT A CMC REPRESENTATIVE
Once in contact with CMC, a retro-fit checklist will be completed. This is a list of 
questions we will work through designed to pin-point areas needed to prep your bin 
and get ready for bin conversion. Call us today to get on our schedule. We can turn 
around retros fast with all products on hand. 

REMOVAL OF YOUR OLD BIN FLOOR
CMC will remove your old bin floor or aeration duct and clean out all remaining debris. Once clean, we check over the 
concrete foundation to ensure it is in good condition before sealing the inside of the bin. The bin is sealed with our Bin 
and Building sealant, creating a weather-tight seal around your bin.

2

GRAIN STORAGE SOLUTIONS
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INSTALLATION OF KEHO AIR PUMPS & ROOF VENTS
Fan and roof vents are added to your bin. The number of fans and vents are dependent on the diameter and height of 
your bin. 

INSTALLATION OF NO-FINES BIN FLOOR
After sealant is applied inside the bin, CMC will chalk lines and start installing your new bin floor.

INSTALLATION OF BINMANAGER
CMC’s team of certified field technicians will install BinManager to monitor and manage your fan run-time throughout the 
Pressure Cure process.

3

4

5

GRAIN STORAGE SOLUTIONS

GRAIN BIN RETRO-FITS 
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MATERIAL HANDLING

FEATURED PRODUCTS:

•  Loop Systems

•  Grainway Belt Conveyors

•  Grain Pumps/Drag Chains

•  Drag Chain Conveyor

•  Power Sweeps

•  Power Heads

•  Unloading Equipment

•  U-Trough Power Sweeps

Providing Quality Material 
Handling Equipment for 30 Years 

Whether you are a small farm operation or a large 
commercial facility, CMC offers a large selection of material 
handling equipment for your specific needs. Our 
equipment is available in a range of sizes for a variety of 
applications. 

Contact a CMC representative today to help you design the 
right material handling system for your operation.



Grain Loop System 
The Grain Loop System combines the loading, transferring, filling and unloading processes all into one economical and easy- 
to-use system. This system is a great fit for Pressure Cure applications because it is gentle on grain. Conventional methods using 
augers damage grain and create fines and splits. Loop systems help keep kernels intact throughout the grain transfer process. 

An enclosed loop design lets you select the grain flow path by opening or closing the discharge gates, which are controlled from 
the ground. Unload one bin, multiple bins or provide the flexibility to blend grain. This low maintenance system can be installed 
into new or existing bins and is expandable. CMC has two full lines of loop systems to choose from, along with parts and service 
for Hutchinson and GSI.  

Our Loop Systems feature high quality, high flow drive-over pit hoppers with 30, 45, or 90 degree incline sections for 
dump-and-go operation without a costly holding pit. 

Does your loop need to be serviced? Call us today to schedule an onsite visit with a CMC field technician.

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Corrosion and abrasion resistant powder coat finish

•  Gentle on grain, maximizing quality and test weight 

•  Inspection cover at the top of each discharge spout allows for easy access

•  Heavy-duty, 10-gauge slide gate in discharge spout

•  Economical way to move large quantities of grain

•  Better efficiencies-12” systems provide higher capacities but with less distance and height

•  Capacity 4,000-10,000 bushels per hour

LOOP SYSTEMS
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GRAINWAY BELT CONVEYORS
If you want to move grain out of your bin and maintain the quality and integrity of the seed, the GrainWay conveyor is a great 
option. GrainWay conveyors work in many applications and are a great complement to add to your Pressure Cure Bin for  
retained grain quality. The conveyor slides under the bin floor from 
the outside and can be moved from bin to bin. Grain wells and control 
handles control the flow of grain onto the conveyor. A great solution for 
specialty crops where quality is important like peas, edible beans, 
lentils or soybeans.

  
Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Hydraulic or Electric Drive

•  Two styles (12” wide) with capacities ranging from 50-10,000 bhp

•  Powder coat paint finish

•  Use one conveyor in multiple bin sizes (18’-48’)

•  Maintain grain quality

•  Aeration system can operate while conveyor is in place 

     

The innovative Hutchinson Grain pump lets you move grain with gentle efficiency and at high capacities. It requires less 
horsepower than air systems and Hutchinson’s en masse (grain-moving grain) concept causes less damage to grain and needs 
less maintenance than traditional conveying systems. The secret is Hutchinson’s unique UHMW paddle, designed to keep your 
grain flowing gently and evenly from inlet to discharge.

DRAG CHAIN CONVEYOR
Drag Chain Conveyors
• Designed and engineered to minimize the length of delivery time

• Extra heavy-duty construction and ease of access to all vital hardware 

• Externally mounted pillow block bearings are standard

• Machined ¼” thick UHMW shaft seals

• Dust and weather tights, heavy gauge, flat covers on head, tail and intermediate trough
  

 HUTCHINSON GRAIN PUMPS & DRAG CHAINS

Capacity 
BPH* MTH* Width x Height** STANDARD Selection Width x Height** ALTERNATE Selection 

2000 78740 12 x 12 @ 100 FPM not available 

3000 118110 16 x 12 @ 111 FPM 12 x 12 @ 150 FPM 

4000 157480 16 x 14 @ 125 FPM 16 x 12 @ 150 FPM 

5000 196850 21 x 14 @ 119 FPM 16 x 14 @ 157 FPM 

6000 236220 16 x 20 @ 125 FPM 21 x 14 @ 143 FPM 

7000 275590 16 x 20 @ 146 FPM 21 x 14 @ 167 FPM 

8000 314960 20 x 20 @ 133 FPM 16 x 20 @ 167 FPM 

10000 393700 26 x 20 @ 128 FPM 20 x 20 @ 167 FPM 

12000 472440 26 x 20 @ 154 FPM not available 

15000 590550 32 x 20 @ 156 FPM not available 

20000 787400 36 x 27 @ 140 FPM not available 
 

MATERIAL HANDLING
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UNLOADING EQUIPMENT
Double or Triple Unload Tube with Roller Slide Gates
•  Complete assembled unload tubes and well assembly

•  Designed to fit perfectly in bins up to 48’ in diameter

•  Available in 6”, 8” and 10” models 

POWER SWEEPS
Designed for smooth, easy operation, the Power Sweep helps clean your bins quickly 
and safely without shoveling. They are engineered for permanent installation in bins 
with controls mounted externally for additional safety.

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Exceptional performance with no-fines floor

•  Eliminate shoveling and exposure to dust and grain

•  Available in 8” and 10” tube style up to 60’ in diameter

•  Bin wall safety stop optional

•  Quick and easy assembly

Carry In Sweep
Available in 5” and 7” models to fit 18’ through 48’ diameter bins. Features include Fiber Drive Wheel, Quick-Attach Motor 
Mount, and Formed Backboard as standard equipment. Options include Jack-shaft Reduction Kits, Hydraulic Drives and 
Sweep Extensions. This sweep is designed to carry in and out of multiple bins.

POWER HEADS
CMC has Power Heads in several different configurations to meet your specific bin unload requirements. 

Horizontal /Straight Power Heads
Horizontal power heads are available in 6”, 7”, 8" and 10” sizes. They are single or double direct 
belt driven depending on the unit. Kit options are available. Designed for use with inclined unloading 
tubes, or where there is sufficient clearance under the tube for other conveyors.

Vertical Power Heads
Our vertical power heads make it easier to discharge directly into a truck, trailer, or mill. This power head needs only one 
drive to run both the vertical and under-bin auger. The drive is mounted to a right angle, oil bath gearbox. It can be powered 
by either a PTO unit or electric motor. Double flighting on the intake auger. Kit options are available.

Incline Power Heads
Designed to be used in situations where ground clearance is not sufficient for feeding into other conveyors.
The 25 degree incline can be used on bins up to 60' diameter. Available in 6" (horizontal) to 
6" (incline), 6" to 8", 7" to 8", 8" to 10", or 10" to 13". All inclines have a 2 or 3 belt drive and include 
an adjustable support stand. Wheel kit option available to make unit move from bin to bin.

MATERIAL HANDLING
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U-Trough Power Sweeps
Labor saving power sweeps are available in 10” models to fit 18-60 ft. diameter bins. The sweep is complete with an assembled 
unit which includes the U-trough, rack and pinion controls that operate the slide gates, unload screws, hopper flanges, and the 
sweep assembly, including a standard wheel end drive.

This system is driven by a single motor from outside the bin. Power is transmitted through the heavy duty unload screw and cast 
iron gearbox system. The top gear box has a 1.5:1 reduction to reduce the sweep screw speed. One lever on the outside of the 
bin engages and disengages the sweep. No need to enter the bin. 

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Rack and pinion gate controls

•  All welded construction and assembly

•  Cast iron gearboxes with bevel gears

•  A power lock-out on the shift lever

•  Bin wall safety stop

•  Sweep assembly, removable with one pin

•  Hanger bearings on sweep at 10 ft. (max) intervals

•  12”x 14” center hopper with 10-steel rollers

•  Internal truss on all sweep backboards

•  Ladder truss on 42 ft. and larger sweeps

•  High density rubber sweep wheel

•  In-out adjustable sweep end for close to wall operation

U-TROUGH POWER SWEEPS

UNLOADING EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Tube Auger
If your needs call for a Tube Auger that is designed to withstand the use and abuse of a     
busy operation, look to CMC. The Tube Augers are available in 8”, 10” and 13” diame-
ters. The intake and discharge sections are 5’ long with 5’ and 10’ extension sections.

Utility Auger
•  Available in 6”-10” models

•  Standard 16’ basic section with optional 5‘, 10’, and 20’ extensions

•  Features exclusive quick attach motor mount

•  All units come with standard mesh intake guard

•  Bolt-on hopper available

Hopper Unload Adapter
•  Available in 6”-10” models

•  Standard 16’ basic section with optional 5‘, 10’, and 20’ extensions

•  Features exclusive quick attach motor mount

•  All units come with standard mesh intake guard

•  Bolt-on hopper available

•  Adapt your inclined power head to unload hopper bottom

•  Attaches & detaches easily from power head

•  Wheels for easy maneuvering

MATERIAL HANDLING





Grain Gauge™ level monitor is a proven and cost effective method to accurately  monitor the levels of material in your bin. 
You can install multiple Grain Gauge devices along the bin wall at key levels. Simply let the gauge do the work for you. No more 
climbing and risking your safety. Simple, dependable grain bin level monitoring!  

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Easy installation

•  Clear visibility: glows-in-the-dark

•  Two times larger than other brands

•  No electricity required

•  Maintenance free

•  Cost effective

How It Works
Once the material reaches the desired level of the installed Grain Gauge on your bin, the roller portion of the gauge will turn from 
black to a bright green. The bright green will also glow in the dark at night time. As the material is emptied from your bin and 
recedes below the Grain Gauge, the roller will automatically change to black.

Simple Installation:
The Grain Gauge is installed from the outside of the bin. No bin entry. Simply drill a 1¼ inch hole and insert two screws. It’s that 
simple. 

Replacing Existing Indicators:
Have another brand of indicator on your bins? Did it stop working? Want to upgrade yours to a Grain Gauge?  No problem. Simply 
swap out your old level indicator with a Grain Gauge! 

 

Simple, Dependable
Grain Bin Level Monitoring!

GRAIN GAUGE™
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GRAIN GAUGE

Place Grain Gauge at key levels 
on bin. As the grain reaches 
the desired level the gauge 

will activate

▬ ▲

Grain Gauge shown from back
▬▲

Grain Gauge glows -in-the-dark when activated.

▬▲
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We have a fully stocked supply of grain management and storage products and accessories. CMC is here for all your bin needs year 
round! Whether you are looking for something in or out of season, we have two locations to serve you. With locations in West Fargo, 
North Dakota and Lake Village, Arkansas, we can have products leave our warehouse today and be on your farm tomorrow!

PRODUCT INVENTORY
PRODUCTS & ACCESSORIES

•Action Auger Grain Cleaner
•Adapters
•Aeration Ducts
•Anchor Bolts
•Angle Rings
•Auger Flighting “Brush & Poly”

•Auger Motors
•Bearings
•Behlen Parts
•Belts
•Bin Bolts
•Bin Doors
•Bin Ladders
•Bin Roof Handrail

•Bin Roof Peak Walkaround
•Bin Roof Staircase
•Bin Sealant
•Bin Wall Stiffeners
•Carry-In Sweeps
•Cattle Oilers
•Catwalk
•Cross Duct
•Deadheads
•Fan Covers
•Fan Motors
•Floor Supports
•Floors for any size bin
•Gearboxes

•Grain Sampling Kits
•Heaters
•Helfer Ducts
•Hopper Tarps
•Incline Powerheads
•Peak Vents
•Poly Cupped Flighting
•Powersweeps
•Pulleys
•Remote Bin Lids
•Rockets 
•Roof Vents
•Spouting
•Spreaders

•Straight Powerheads
•Sump Buster
•Transitions
•Tube Augers
•Universal Bin Lid
•Unload Motors
•Unloads 
•Utility Augers
•Vertical Powerheads
•VFDs
•Winding Staircase 

PRODUCTS & ACCESSORIES

Need a fan? CMC carries a full inventory of all models and sizes, including replacement motors! Call us today.



CMC’s priority is making sure your project is a success.  It is critical that your 
power supply is sufficient for you to operate your fans at full capacity. Our 
experts on staff will work directly with your utility company or local co-op to 
plan out a system ahead of time to make sure we have the power that your 
project will require.  We can custom build electrical panels to fit your utility or 
electrical shed at your site.

Need 3–phase power? 
VFDs provide a solution to help efficiently manage the control of your 
electrical operating loads.  If you are putting up a bin, loop or irrigation pivot 
in a rural area and only have single phase power to operate fans, a VFD 
package built by a certified specialist at CMC is a great fit.

Standard Features & Benefits:
•  Soft Starts: Slowly ramp up the speed of the electric motor to limit the        
    inrush current during the starting of your fan or motor. Slower ramp up             
    speeds reduce starting costs and increase motor life.

•  Phase Converter: Converts single-phase power to 3-phase power to run       
    larger and more energy-efficient electric motors

•  Speed Control: Be able to run your electric motors at the exact speed         
   required for better operation. Run your motors at slower speeds to reduce              
   your run costs.

POWER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Variable Frequency Drive (VFD)

Ai
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BIN AND BUILDING SEALANT

•  Easy brush on application

•  Flexible, latex rubber material

•  Nylon mesh for added strength on large seams

•  Water and weather resistant

•  Bonds to steel, concrete and wood

•  5 gallon pail so you won’t run short 

•Does your system have the right configuration for your power requirements?  
•Have you checked with your local power cooperative or utility company?
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SERVICES

Here to Serve, Here to Partner...

Our mission is serving our customers and growers with 
honesty, integrity and truth. CMC has always been a 
supplier of exceptional products and a leader of 
equipment that yields quality grain in the industry.  We 
have taken this same approach to service with an 
emphasis on quality workmanship. 

Today CMC has “Standard Practices” for our contractors 
to abide by and a “Quality Check” process that is 
conducted upon project completion.  As a service we are 
continually investing in training for our people and 
technology to ensure our customers’ success. 

FEATURED SERVICES:

•  Services

•  Technical Service

•  Professional Installation

•  Quality Assurance Checks

•  Financing

•  Cable Repurchase Program



A DIFFERENT BIN, A DIFFERENT COMPANY
At CMC we build different. We know that grain management and storage products are a large investment for our customers. We take it 
seriously and want our products to be a success for years to come and generations to follow. Keys to making our systems successful 
are not only using quality products, but having standard practices in place for our contractors to follow. Today’s standards are built from 
30 years of design and construction experience. 

SERVICES

1
ENGINEERED TOWERS
CMC only uses engineered towers on all of our loop systems 
and leg applications. We want to make sure our systems 
are designed to handle all weather events including areas 
of ”high wind or hurricane zones”. 

2
FLOOR SUPPORTS
Chalk lines are snapped to make sure the floor supports are 
correctly spaced. If floor support spacing is not correct, you 
can experience too much weight on the supports allowing 
them to fail or poke through the floor plank, ultimately 
leading to your floor collapsing. Some companies will skimp 
on the amount of floor supports they sell with your bin to get 
a lower price- a recipe for disaster.

3
SEALANT
Placed inside the bin and under the floor to make sure you 
have an air-tight seal. This way, as the fan blows into the bin, 
the air will pressurize under the floor, maximizing the amount 
of air traveling through your grain. The sealant is out of the 
weather where it will last longer. This is standard on all 
Pressure Cure Bins.

4 FAN TRANSITIONS & FACE PLATES
All fan transitions and face plates are bolted rather than tec 
screwed. Bolts secure these applications in place for years of 
quality performance. 

These are just a few of the key differences followed up with a 
Quality Check by a CMC representative upon completion of 
your project. We want to be sure your project is done 
correctly and everything is installed in accordance to our 
standards. 

SERVICES
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Technical Service:
As a customer, you made a significant investment with your purchase of one of our grain storage 
solutions, and we want you to get the most out of your investment by maintaining it with our service 
department.  If you have warranty, repairs or system maintenance that needs to be done, our trained 
field technicians can help you out.  

Our techs will carefully inspect your items and notify you of their findings.  If it’s not convenient for you 
to bring your equipment into one of our shops to be serviced, let us come to you!  CMC can do a variety 
of maintenance tests and checks, from tightening loop chains to cleaning and balancing fan blades.  
Give us a call today and ask for our Service Department.  800-359-1785

Professional Installation:
CMC projects are built by our team of professional crews. The practices we use today 
are based off of 30 years of building and design experience. Whether it is stronger bolts 
being used instead of tec screws for fan attachments, flashing installation or floor 
support spacing guidelines, our team is dedicated to quality workmanship. From 
concrete to bin erection or millwright work, our crews are licensed, insured and 
experienced, available to work anywhere in the continental U.S. 

diciamperfex sultor 
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SERVICES

Quality Assurance Checks:
CMC takes every step possible to make sure our products and workmanship meets 
our customers’ expectations. Our teams and employees take pride in making a 
difference for our customers. Upon completion of your bin, custom project or 
repair, a Quality Check will be conducted. The Quality Check procedure was 
established to review the completion of all our projects, making sure they are 
constructed to CMC standards and our manufacturers specifications.  We want our 
customers to know that when they invest in a CMC system, they can rest assured 
knowing that the workmanship of our contractors will be double checked and 
reviewed upon project completion.



•  12 MONTHS INTEREST FREE
•  SAME DAY APPROVALS
•  CALL TODAY FOR FINANCING!

CABLE REPURCHASE PROGRAM
If you are an existing CMC customer and have purchased cables from us in the past and would like to swap them out for a 
BinManager system, CMC will buy your old cables back! Give your Pressure Cure Specialist a call today and ask us how you get 
enrolled in this program. 800-359-1785

BinManager Cable Features:
•  Engineered for all weather conditions

•  Constantly monitor grain/moisture content every 6 seconds

•  Sensors are always 4’ apart regardless of cable length

•  First and only sensor replacement cables

•  Wireless controller sends data from bin to secure server allowing 
    access to data anywhere in the world with internet availability

31.

SERVICES

Financing: Loan or Lease
In order to be successful, it’s important to have the right equipment to 
get the job done. CMC can tailor a plan for your Pressure Cure drying 
system and all your grain handling needs. With CMC you can preserve 
your lines of credit. We make the application process hassle free with our 
single page application. 

Now is the time to turn your grain bins into a profit center. With CMC 
funding, we make the process of financing your project fast and easy. 

•  Competitive rates. Starting at 3.95% and up for qualified customers

•  ZERO payments & ZERO interest for 6 & 12 month plans

•  Fast approvals

•  Terms available up to 7 years

•  Single page application up to $250,000

Contact CMC today to get qualified for a same day approval on the 
financing you need to get started! 800-359-1785



CUSTOM PROJECTS
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CUSTOM PROJECTS

UNIQUE
CMC is one of the most unique companies in the industry when it 
comes to the design of Custom Projects. We partner with several 
suppliers and manufacturers to give our team a large pool of 
options to design the best system to fit your needs. Over our 30 
years of experience we have learned that it takes a combination 
of products from different manufacturers to deliver the best 
results meeting the demands of our customers. Not all manufactures 
have the best answer or system for each custom project. This 
gives CMC a unique advantage in the industry.

We design and build projects anywhere throughout the U.S. If you 
are looking to have a loop added to your existing bins, a catwalk 
across your bins, a leg system, or looking for a new system to fit 
your farm or business, give us a call today and have one of our 
designers come meet with you. Let us understand your needs, 
how big your labor force is, and what type of system would give 
you the most flexibility for your operation.  Turn-Key Operation?  No 
Problem.  There are many ways to build systems and design them 
so that they are economical to add onto in the future if your farm 
or business is expanding.

FEATURED PROJECTS:

•  Sumner, MS

•  Carlyss, LA

•  Pampa, TX

•  Wolsey, SD

•  Colusa, CA

•  System Accessibility



This site contains 4-42x6 ring Pressure Cure bins (28,500 peaked bushels) connected with a 10” GSI loop. The loop has a 16’ 
drive-over for fast unloading and convenient truck loading. There are eave catwalks, a roof staircase and a 10’ peak walk-around for 
easy access and safety.

•  Total Grain Holding Capacity = 114,000 bu

•  Loop capacity = 6,000 bushels/hour

•  Commodities Built for= Rice, Corn, Soybeans, Sorghum

diciamperfex sultor 

SUMNER, MS

CARLYSS, LA

This site contains 4-48x10 ring Pressure Cure bins (60,000 peaked bushels) connected with a 10” GSI loop. The loop has a 16’ 
drive-over for fast unloading and convenient truck loading. There are eave catwalks, a roof staircase and 10’ peak walk-around for easy 
access and safety.

•  Total Grain Holding Capacity = 240,000 bushels 

•  Loop capacity = 6,000 bushels/hour

•  Commodities Built for = Rice, Corn, Soybeans and Wheat

33.
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PAMPA, TX
This site contains 4-48 x10 ring Pressure Cure bins (60,000 peaked bushels) connected with a 10” GSI loop. The loop has a 16’ 
drive-over for fast unloading and convenient truck loading. There are eave catwalks, a roof staircase and a 10’ peak walk-around for 
easy access and safety.

•  Total Grain Holding Capacity = 240,000 bushels 

•  Loop capacity = 6,000 bushels/hour

•  Commodities Built for = Corn, Sorghum and Wheat

PAMPA, TX
This site contains 4-48x10 ring Pressure Cure bins (60,000 peaked bushels) connected with a 12” Hutchinson loop. The loop has a 
16’ drive-over with a U trough auger so trucks do not have to move to unload. There are peak catwalks, a roof staircase and manhole 
double platforms for easy access and safety.

•  Total Grain Holding Capacity = 240,000 bushels 

•  Loop capacity = 10,000 bushels/hour

•  Commodities Built for = Corn, Sorghum and Wheat

CUSTOM PROJECTS CUSTOM PROJECTSCUSTOM PROJECTS
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WOLSEY, SD
This site contains 7-48x10 ring bins (60,000 peaked bushels). 5 of the 7 bins are Pressure Cure, 2 are storage bins. There are eave 
and peak catwalks and a roof staircase for complete access of all parts of the system. There are 5 hopper bins for specialty 
commodities. Loading and unloading for all ten bins takes place at the drive-over with a scaled hopper.

•  Total Grain Holding Capacity = 460,000 bushels 

•  Loop capacity = 6,000 bushels/hour

•  Commodities Built for = Corn, Soybeans, Wheat and Millet

COLUSA, CA
This site contains 8-48x8 ring bins (49,000 bushels/22,000 sacks) 2-48x12 ring bins (71,000 bushels/ 32,000 sacks) 2-48x17 bins 
(75,700 bushels/ 34,000 sacks) and 3-42x7 ring bins 932,700 bushels/14,700 sacks). There is one GSI 10” chain loop, 2-bucket 
elevators and 8 drag chain conveyors. There are eave and peak catwalks, a roof staircase for complete OSHA compliance. All bins can 
be blended together into load outs, scalpers are utilized to minimize trash in the grain.

•  Total Grain Holding Capacity = 460,000 bushels 

•  Loop capacity = 6,000 bushels/hour or 2,700 sacks per hour

•  Commodities Built for = Rice

CUSTOM PROJECTS CUSTOM PROJECTS
CUSTOM PROJECTS



SYSTEM ACCESSIBILITY

36.

Accessibility by Design
CMC’s design team operates under years of experience and expertise when it comes to bin and loop system design. Whether safety is 
your top priority, OSHA standards are a requirement of your facility, or you are looking to add convenience to help service and operate 
your system, CMC’s team of design professionals has a solution for your operation. Whether you are  purchasing a single bin, multiple 
bins or adding on to your current system, CMC can meet your needs. 

CUSTOM PROJECTS CUSTOM PROJECTS



Custom Marketing Company (CMC) has been a leader in grain handling storage solutions since 1984 

and is proud to introduce a proven line of grain storage solutions. CMC specializes in design, sales, 

construction and service of grain handling and storage systems. We were the first to introduce a 

revolutionary drying process called the Pressure Cure® System and it is used by thousands of farmers 

across North America today. Our Pressure Cure Systems are designed to help farmers retain quality 

grain and harvest 7-10 days 

earlier. Whether you are starting a 

new bin site or adding to your 

existing system, CMC has the 

right grain storage solution for 

your operation. For 30 years

we have served farmers across the 

48 states. If you haven’t heard of 

CMC or our Pressure Cure system, 

we are willing to bet there is a 

neighbor not too far away that has. 

Give us a call and make your 

grain worth more, with CMC.

ABOUT CUSTOM MARKETING COMPANY, LLC.

Connect with us

 sales@discovercmc.com

 800-359-1785
701-281-0493

 www.DiscoverCMC.com

 Custom Marketing Company
1126 Main Avenue West
West Fargo, ND 58078

Pressure Cure Specialists
Sales
Tim Nathe
701-388-6853
timn@discovercmc.com

Sales
Bob Oliver
734-325-3718
bobo@discovercmc.com

Sales
Jerome Sannes
612-805-9817
jeromes@discovercmc.com

Sales
Mike Simon
319-440-3901
mikes@discovercmc.com

Sales
Jon Strom 
701-367-8544
jons@discovercmc.com

Sales
Jon Tonneson
701-263-1820
jont@discovercmc.com

Sales
Travis Urbanick
814-573-9725
travisu@discovercmc.com

Sales
David Wehlander
701-680-8089
davew@discovercmc.com

Regional Sales Manager
Jeff Watson  
870-690-7236
jeffw@discovercmc.com

Project Sales Manager
Brian Tollefson
701-429-7636 
briant@discovercmc.com

Dealer & Product Support
Jamie Remmick
701-793-6780
jamier@discovercmc.com

Lead Generator
Leland North
662-719-0104
lelandn@discovercmc.com


